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ever harder to maintain let alone grow sales, at a time of profound structural4, economic and
regulatory change for the industry. Retail is currently Scotland’s largest private sector employer,
employing 252,000 people directly, 13 per cent of the private sector work‐force. However recent
official data highlighted a drop of 10,000 posts in the industry in Scotland over the past seven
years. During the same period there were 1,700 fewer shops5, a 7 per cent reduction. Meanwhile
net profitability in the industry has halved to around 3 per cent of the value of sales6. Embracing
these changes and becoming more productive requires retailers to invest in new technology (both
software and hardware), a higher skilled workforce, revamped warehouses and transformed
logistics capabilities.
INTRODUCTION
The Finance Secretary is right to note that the Scottish Government’s spending is now much more
reliant on the performance of the Scottish economy. This will become more so once half the
revenues from VAT are assigned to Holyrood in a couple of years’ time, and reinforces the need to
support private sector investment as well as consumers. After all, consumer demand has often
proven a more reliable source of growth than other drivers of demand.
In our submission7 ahead of the Budget the SRC called for no additional tax rises on consumers or
on businesses, and the Finance Secretary appears to have heard that message.
The SRC and Government have a shared interest in improving the conditions for our industry to
thrive and prosper, and to help retailers keep down the cost of shopping for consumers. We
remain keen to work with Government to deliver a more coherent approach to policy making and
to help the industry fulfil its potential.
BUDGET DECISIONS
Income tax
We fully concur with the Scottish Government’s assessment that “household budgets are already
under strain”8 and therefore the decision not to increase the three income tax rates was the right
one. Household disposable incomes are set to be challenged over the coming 18 months by likely
further rises in inflation, rising council tax and higher employee pension contributions (in Spring
2018 and again in Spring 2019). A 1p increase across the three existing income tax rates would
have taken £475 million out of consumers’ pockets, equivalent to almost two percent of total
retail sales in Scotland, at a time when margins are low and when 252,000 people in Scotland reply
on the retail industry for employment.
Council tax
The level of council tax affects household disposable incomes and the planned reforms are set to
increase council tax in 2017‐18, up to £181 million in total9. Hopefully this leads to a more durable
and sustainable tax. Future tax rises must take into account the impact on consumer spending and
the cap on future rises seems sensible.
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Business rates
The commitment to continue to at least match the business poundage rate with that which exits in
England is sensible. That said, it needs to be seen in the content of the 2017 rating revaluation
which will have differential impacts on certain parts of the economy and certain geographies. For
example, we are already hearing early indications and growing alarm from some members’ that as
a result of the draft valuations which have just been published that their total rates bills could leap
by over 30% for those premises operating in and around Edinburgh.
The extension of the Small Business Bonus is a welcome recognition of the need to keep down
costs for firms, however we are mindful that three quarters of retail employment in Scotland is
within firms which currently receive no relief.
The Finance Secretary appears to be adding further complexity to the existing rates system with
promises of further reliefs for rural areas. As we highlighted in our submission to the Barclay
Review, the current rates system is opaque, unwieldy and only seems to function through myriad
exemptions and reliefs that continue to grow as an overall proportion of the total income from
business rates. We question how sustainable this is and how effective it will be, as the local
discretionary rates relief10 introduced last year has only been used by one out of the 32 local
authorities.
Whilst we recognise the Finance Secretary is somewhat limited by the available levers on business
taxation, this continued complexity will only deepen unless fundamental reform of the rates
system occurs. This is something that must happen following the Barclay Review reporting next
summer.
Large business rates supplement
The decision to continue to at least match the headline poundage rate in England is sensible,
which makes it all the more disappointing that Scottish Ministers have fumbled the opportunity to
comprehensively reverse this year’s doubling of the Large Business Rates Supplement. The
doubling of the Large Business Supplement is emblematic of the many problems with rates as a
whole, with little regard paid to trading conditions or the changes affecting industry, no
consultation or indeed economic impact analysis underpinning it. Making it more expensive to
operate on our high streets is also at odds with the Scottish Government’s Town Centres Action
Plan, and simply raises the hurdle for attracting commercial investment.
As public policy continues to drive up labour and property costs, retailers are looking ever more
closely at shifting their investment towards their online presence, especially given falling
technology costs and greater digital capability. Ultimately this could mean less rates revenues for
government, as we have seen with the 1,700 shop closures over the past seven years.
The Finance Secretary has at least acknowledged our concerns by seeking to increase the
supplement threshold which will remove some modest‐sized premises from this extra tax, and we
await fuller details of the value of this. This move does however implicitly acknowledge a problem
with the doubling of the supplement, and comes a mere nine months after its introduction.
Clinging to and prolonging this Scotland‐only rates surcharge ensures 21,000 commercial premises
including many shops will continue to pay higher business rates than they would in comparable
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premises down south. The fact that the doubling of the supplement took no account of trading
conditions makes it all the more pressing that the Barclay Review of Rates delivers a modern and
fit for purpose rates regime that flexes with the economy and moves away from ad hoc extra
levies or surcharges.
The Budget document references the Scottish Government’s Economic Strategy, and we note the
change in the language and move towards a more honest description of the rates system since the
Strategy was published early last year, taking into account the subsequent doubling of the Large
Business Supplement. No longer are Ministers talking of having “the most competitive business
rates scheme in the UK”, instead according to the Budget document they are pursuing instead a
“highly competitive business rates regime”11, which implicitly recognises that for one in ten firms
in Scotland the rates bill is higher than elsewhere in the UK.
Apprenticeship levy
Retailers have a strong record on training and career progression, with many providing a wide
range of apprenticeships in diverse areas such as logistics, warehousing and food preparation
alongside many other accredited or job related qualifications. The decision in the Budget to
establish a £10 million flexible workforce development fund with a portion of the receipts from
the Apprenticeship Levy is the right one, and the concept of a flexible skills fund is something we
proposed in our own Position Paper on the Apprenticeship Levy this summer. Firms will start
paying for this UK‐imposed levy from April and so while this move is promising we await early
details of the fund and whether levy‐payers will be able to directly claim from it.
Infrastructure
We support a shift towards use a greater proportion of government spending on GDP‐enhancing
digital and transport infrastructure and housing. The former is especially important given the
profound shift in shopping habits and the amount of investment that retailers are making into
online shopping technology and associated skills and logistics capability. Our Scottish Retail Sales
Monitor for November found that 27% of non‐food retail sales were undertaken online.

Scottish Retail Consortium
December 2016
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